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I\T&OD!!IIgN A great interest has been focused on the APD material, fabrication, and operation for

J-oog distance and large capacity optical communication at the 1.55 Um wavelength. It'.53G"0.47A"

has been thought as one of the best suited naterial-s for thls APD. Ilowever, the breakdown charac-

teristic is not tthardtt and the avalanche gains obtained are not greater than'\,20, except for the

early report of PearsalL et aL.lLl. Very reeently, it has been proposed thatthe electroneffective

mass of Inr_*Ga"As(x=0.5) is too 1lght to start aval-anche breakdown prior to tunneling at higher

electron concentratlons than'V10rs cn-3[2]. On the other hand, it has been believed that a close

Lattice-matching of InGaAs with InP is essentlal to obtain a low EPD wafer for APD applications.

However, we have shoron that the EPD is lower in Inr_*Ga*As(0.474<x50.48) lattice-nismatched with

InP at roorn temperature[3].

In this paper, we describe a low EPD and a high purity It0.52G"0.OrAs wafer, and high

avalanche gain of the InO.rrG"O.4gA" mesa-diodes.

DECREASE OF EPD IN LATTICE-MISMATCHED InGaAs Inr_*Ga*As is grown by LPE at 625"C on (100)-oriented

InP substrates. It has been comon to grovr Ir0.53G.0.4rAs lattice-matched r,rith InP to obtain high

quality a1loy layers. However, the EPD of h0.52G"0.4gAr which is lattice-nasmalched with InP by

a factor of 7.7x10-\ i" 1o*"r than that of h0.53G"0.47A". The variation of EPD in Inr-*Ga*As is

shornrn schematlcally in Fig. 1. This phenomenon is well- interpreted from the difference of thermaL

expansion coefficients between InGaAs and InP. Io0.52G"0.4rAs is almost lattice-uatched with InP

at the growth temFerature of 625oC[1] and there would be no nisfit dislocatlons in Io0.52G.0.4gA"

at the growth temperature. Inr_*Ga As(xA0.47 ) has nisfit disl-ocations, because of the lattice-

misnatch greater than 7.7x1-0-f at the growth temperature. Inr_*Ga*As(x>0.48 ) involves line

inperfections, since the tensile stress in the alloy layer is large enough to form cracks. Thus,

there should be an optimum composition between 0.47 and 0.48. In our experiment"r It0.5ZG"0.4gA"

is used for the APD applications.

HIGII AVALANCHE GAIN IN In0.52G"0.4gA"-ND Very high puritl Io0.52G"0.4gA" is grown on (100)-

oriented InP substrates using the temperature cycle shown in Fig. 2. The thicknesses of 7 pn for

non-doped n-type layer and 2 Um for the p+ J"ayer are grown. The lowest inpurity concentration

measured wlth the C-Vmethod is 3.8X101b cr-3, so that the avalanche can be the dominant process

at the breakdown[2].

Mesa-shaped diodes wlth a dianeter of l-00 or 150 Um are formed by the photolithographic
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technique. Monochromatic light with a spot diameter of 50 pn is focused on the InGaAs surface to

elimlnate an anomalous photoresponse at the diode edge. Lock-in technique is used, and thus the

increase in the DC dark current is eLirninated from the measurement of the avalanche galn.

A sharp breakdown characteristic is observed as shown in Fig. 3 at'a reverse voltage as

high as 110 V. Avalanche multipl-ication versus reverse voltage is shown in Fig. 4. Multiplicaion

of 85 and 30 are obtained at the wavelengths of 0.9 and 1.30 Um, respectiveJ.y. There appears to

be a wavelength dependence of the nultlpl-ication. However, we consider that the dependence is not

on the wavelength itself, but on the intensity of the excitaion J-ight. The J.ight intensi.ty at

1.30 Un is one order of magnitude higher than at 0.9 Un in our measurement systern.

SIJMMARY It has been bel-ieved that a close lattice-matching of the epitaxial. layer with the sub-

strate at room temperature is essential to obtain hlgh quality J-ayers. However, lattice-natchlng

at the growth temperature is important, even if the Lattice is mismatched at room temPerature.

Decrease of EPD has been observed io h0.52G"0.4gA" lattice-mismatched with InP. High avalanche

gains have been obtained in ah" h0.52GaO.OrAs-mesa diodes which have high breakdown voJ"tages of

110tu120 V.
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Fig. 3 Sharp breakdown characteristic
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